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preface
Dear friends and partners,

‘He will not crush the
weakest reed or put out a
f lickering candle. He will
bring justice to all who
have been wronged’

A few days after Christmas, we were driving towards the Austrian
border. There we saw her. Blonde, a red coat, a black skirt and black,
knee high boots. It had snowed a few days earlier and it was below
zero. When we drove back, we saw her again at the same place next
to the main road. Had she had any ‘clients’ that day? How did she end
up there? And what can we do to meet her deeper needs?
Last year hasn’t been easy for Vita Nova. The lockdowns, difficulties to
find the right building for our shelter and tough negotiations while trying
to purchase that building. And we are not there yet. But we will
remember the face of that girl down the main road. God promises us
that ‘He will not crush the weakest reed or put out a flickering candle.
He will bring justice to all who have been wronged’ [Isaiah 42:3].
We will stay in the Czech Republic for that girl. We will do what is in
our power to strengthen that weak reed. By the grace of God, we will
be able to purchase the building and start renovating in 2022. While we
stay here, can we count on you again? Without your support we are
not able to continue our fight against human trafficking in and beyond
the Czech Republic.
For justice,

Tobias and Margit, founders of Vita Nova Foundation
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vita nova
Human trafficking in the European Union
According to the Dutch Ministery of Exterior, there is an annual
average of about fourteen thousand cases of human trafficking
registered in the European Union. It may not be a surprise that almost
75% of these cases concern women and girls. When it comes to just
sex trafficking more than 90% consists of women and girls in which an
alarming 22% are minors1. Although not openly proved, there is
growing evidence that sexual exploitation plays an important role
among the European establishment to consolidate their powers. In this
context it is even more alarming that Europe has the highest per capita
rate of sex slaves.
Prostitution in the Czech Republic
According to the Global Slavery Index 2018, the Czech Republic is
home to an estimation of 31,000 people living in modern slavery
(mostly sex and labour exploitation). Prostitution in the Czech Republic
is neither explicitly legal or illegal. Although the Czech government
made effort to regulate prostitution, the proposed Acts (2013) were
both rejected. Organized prostitution (e.g. brothel ownership) is illegal,
but the Czech Republic tolerates organized prostitution especially near
the borders with Austria and Germany. In the nineties these border
areas were overrun by street prostitution. Although not so visible
anymore, there are still a lot of women and children who are prostituted
in the border areas. Due to the current world crisis a lot of prostitution
has moved to the online world of pornography. The Czech Republic
has been known for its high-quality digital infrastructure for almost
three decades and is home to approximately 12% of the world’s porn
stars, thus creating perfect circumstances to become one of the
leading porn industries in the world2. The Czech porn industry
generates about 1% of the country’s GDP.

what we believe
every man, woman or child has a
God-given right to live a life in dignity

what we want
to break the chains of sex
trafficking in Europe

how we work
we provide psychological care,
education and employment to those
we shelter from a holistic point of
view based on Biblical standards

1

https://ecer.minbuza.nl/-/europese-commissie-presenteert-strategie-voor-bestrijdingvan-mensenhandel (2021).
2
http://www.progetto.cz/xxx-praga-benvenuti-nella-capitale-del-porno/?lang=en
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supported our work with
money and clothes
worked part-time in our
employment project

5 churches
2 employees
2 investors
17,000 euro shop income
25,000 euro donated

who are willing to cover the
purchasing price of the shelter

provided by churches, companies,
and a lot of individuals

generated by our employment
project in Southern Bohemia

factfile 2021
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achievements
1. Choosing the right property
For about two years, the board of Vita Nova has been looking for the
right property that could serve as a shelter. We have looked at different
real estate and talked about building a complete new shelter as well.
Looking at the options close to our employment project, we came to
the conclusion that renovating an older building seems to be the only
possibility. There is hardly any land available that could be used for our
purpose and it would take a long time to have all the paperwork ready
before we could start building. After a time of prayer and fasting we
believe that it would be the right step to purchase the house that we
are currently renting.
2. Drawing up contracts with our investors
We feel very blessed by our generous investors who stayed close to us
during the process of finding the right real estate. Their interest and
faith in our mission has strengthen us to persevere in the challenging
moments we have faced over the past two years. Once we knew which
building we would like to purchase, they have been very cooperative to
make all the necessary financial arrangements.
3. Starting negotiations
After surviving about fifteen viewings and several offers, we believe
that it is a miracle that we could finally start to negotiate with our
landlord about the purchasing price of the house we are living in. We
started to hammer out a good price in November and by the end of the
year it hadn’t been finished. While writing this report, we haved already
signed the necessary contracts, and we are waiting for the last details
before the house will be transfered to the Czech foundation.
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employment
project
Growing name recognition
Vita Nova has opened a children’s clothing shop with a small café and
indoor playground in August 2020. The shop is named ‘Klokan’ which
is Czech for ‘kangaroo’ and this symbolizes the hidden purpose of the
shop. Women who have been trapped in sexual exploitation and are
recovering in our shelter will be given a place to work. Our foundation
will serve as a kangaroo to protect the women in their first steps of
reintegration, before they are ready to stand on their own feet. At the
same time the store will serve as a meeting point for mothers. This is a
great opportunity for the women who work in the shop, to interact with
local people.
Last year has not been easy for ‘Klokan’ due to the lockdowns and the
state regulations regarding cafes. Nevertheless, ‘Klokan’ has gained a
growing name recognition in the local community with excellent
recommendations. The shop is a beloved meeting place for mothers
with children. We have faith that God will meet the needs of the shop in
2022 as well.

watch the shop
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objectives
1. Purchasing the property in the Czech Republic
The most important objective for the board of Vita Nova is purchasing
the property that will serve as a shelter. It is needed to make visible
progress to offer help to those who are trapped in sexual exploitation
and justify the existence of the foundation. Negotiations have already
started and we believe that the house will be ours in the first months of
2022.
2. Preparing the renovation of the shelter
Once we have purchased the building, a challenging time of drawing
up the building plans, trying to get approval from the local
municipalities and finding the right people to help us to do the
renovation, lays ahead of us. The board hopes to finish all the plans
and receive all necessary approval from the local authorities by the
end of the year. By the grace of God, it would be a blessing to even
make a start to renovate this year.
3. Expanding our team in the Netherlands
The board of the Dutch foundation is looking for one or two volunteers
who are willing to take care of ‘logistics’ and ‘communication’. The first
job involves the supply of our employment project including transport,
storing and sorting clothes. The second job contains communication
with churches, companies and individuals who support our work.

4. Expanding our team in the Czech Republic
Nadační fond VNCZ needs more team members. It is a legal
requirement to employ a social worker before we are allowed to shelter
sexually exploited women. We are currently in contact with someone
who is open to join us. Once we have a trained social worker on staff,
we plan to follow a training course that will equip and prepare our team
in the Czech Republic to work with the first group of women.

watch the house
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financial statement
Vita Nova Foundation, the Netherlands
We are very grateful for this third year of Vita Nova Foundation in which the financial contributions of many fueled our
local and global anti-human trafficking work.

income

€25.065,67

expenses

€16.241,42

The balance of 2021 is €8.824,25
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financial statement
Nadační fond VNCZ , the Czech Republic
We are grateful for the opportunity to provide a great meeting point for the local community in Southern Bohemia.
We hope to be able to prepare the shop for its purpose in the next two years.

income

€16.821,04

expenses

€17.612,80

The balance of 2021 is €-791,76

Exchange rate is € 1 = 25 Kč
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